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The cold weather that we have been having in the UK
has been playing havoc with my skin, it's been
causing me breakouts and excess oil. Recently I was
sent some Tea Tree Oil Hygienic Skin Wash* from
Metique as well as some Hand & Body Antiseptic
Lotion Pouches*, they came so beautifully packaged I
just had to take a photo to show all of you. Now I was
thrilled about this as had always used Tea Tree Oil
products when I was a teenager to tame my acne and
had totally forgot that they existed.
So first of all, for those of you who have never heard
of Metique before, they are a company which
provides Tea Tree products made with Natural
Australian Tea Tree. They sell a whole range of
products such as skin wash, body lotion, condition,
shampoo, etc.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Please visit www.teatreeoilproducts.co.uk

My name is Rebecca, I'm 22 years and I love all things
related to beauty, fashion, lifestyle and food. I am in
my third and final year at University. One night while
reading my favourite blogs I thought I would join in on
the fun, and Rebecca Coco was started. I write about
things I've purchased, I love, reviews and opinions on
products. @TheRebeccaCoco

The Tea Tree Oil Hygienic Skin Wash is of a thin
consistency and is non foaming as it does not
contains sulphites, therefore great for sensitive skin.
I normally use about two pumps, rub into wet skin
and then rinse. I have been using this for a few
weeks now as I wanted to see how well it worked on
my skin before giving all of you my opinion, and I
absolutely love it! It has drastically improved the
breakouts I have been having due to the cold
weather and now only get the odd little spot. If you
suffer from acne on part of your body such as your
chest and back, this would be perfect for helping to
clear it up.
I must add that I have extremely sensitive skin and
this did not irritate my skin even in the slightest
which is amazing for me. Also, my boyfriend has
been sneakily using this too and loves it just as much
as me, will definitely be purchasing a 1 litre bottle of
the Skin Wash as soon as this one has run out.
The Tea Tree Oil Hygienic Skin Wash* retails at
£10.20 for the 250ml bottle and £29 for the 1000ml.
If your skin is having a hard time adjusting to the
cold weather, you suffer from acne of just want a
new face wash that is going to make you feels
refreshed in the morning then this is definitely for
you!
Rebecca x
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